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Salaries Frozen and Up To 25 Jobs Will Be Cut, Atchley Says 
Atchley speaks on budget cuts 
Kids enjoy playing on the Knoles Practice Field after heavy rains on Friday night. 
Soggy homecoming 
Improvisation was the unofficial 
theme of UOP's 1991 Homecoming 
Weekend. Heavy rains the night before 
Mused flooding throughout Stockton 
®dled to the cancellation of the Home­
coming Parade, the relocation of the 
'Festival on Knoles Field" and a two-
tour postponement of the match be-
tween the UOP Tigers and the New 
Mexico State Aggies. 
Finding Knoles Field un der two feet 
°f water with festival tents afloat, 
^umni, students and UOP faculty and 
slaff gathered in Grace Covell dining 
for the barbecue and to see students 
Carrigan and Margo Schmidt 
Crowned Homecoming King and 
Qocen. Students who had prepared 
R°uts illustrating the theme "Some­
where in Time" set them up on dry 
knd. donned costumes and entertained 
hsitors walking or driving around the 
cumpus. 
Optimistic fans who turned out for 
ball. Kick-off wasdelayed by twohours, 
as water was pumped out steadily, leav­
ing a playable, if soggy, field. The 
game was worth the wait, however, 
with the outcome in question until the 
final seconds, when UOP won, 27-20. 
The mid-morning launch of radio 
station KPAC-AM, UOP's first stu­
dent-operated radio station, went on as 
scheduled. Music and news, designed 
for UOP students, will be broadcast by 
carrier current on campus only. 
Also dedicated during Homecom­
ing was the Dewey Chambers 
Children's Library, in the newly re­
modeled Library Resource Center in 
the School of Education .Dr. Chambers 
is a professor emeritus from the School 
of Education. 
This year's homecoming marked 
the 10th reunion of the class of 1981 
and the 25th reunion of the class of 
1966. 
These classes have established the 
which other classes will add to as their 
reunions take place. The endowment 
funds will provide scholarships for 
decades to come, said Liz Konold, 
director of the Annual Pacific Fund. 
Visitors to the campus took it all 
with good humor, and spirits were high 
as events were relocated and resched­
uled throughout the day. UOP Regent 
Dr. Herbert Yee '48 had brought his 
four sons, members of their families 
and his brother, Paul Yee '69, to share 
in the festivities and to attend the awards 
dinner where he received the Univer­
sity Service Award from the Pacific 
Alumni Association. 
"The Alumni Association did an 
excellent job," said Yee. "The weather 
did not cooperate, but I'd rather have 
the rain because we're in dire need of 
water." 
"Sometimes even the best-laid plans 
are changed midstream," said Director 
of Alumni Relations Terrise 
Giovinazzo. "I think the weekend went 
well, all things considered." 
By Kelly Hochman 
Senior Staff Writer 
President Bill Atchley addressed 
members of faculty, student body, and 
staff at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall 
on Tuesday regarding the current bud­
get crisis the University is facing. Many 
of those attending were waiting to hear 
if their positionsattheUniversity would 
be among those which are going to be 
cut. The President, however, did not 
address directly the positions which 
were to be elim inated. He spoke mainly 
about what the campus community 
wo uld be doing together to raise money 
to alleviate the $13 million deficit. 
The deficit has climbed from 
$600,000 in 1983 to a staggering $13 
million in 1990. 
The principal reasons for such a 
dramatic escalation in the budget defi­
cit had to do with loss of enrollment, 
expensesfor the schoolbecoming much 
larger and a dwindling income. The 
President also gave such reasons as 
large utility rate increases; financial aid 
increases; salary increases; rise in the 
cost of employee benefits; and the cost 
of converting the computer systems. 
There has also been a 12.5 percent 
decline in student enrollment overa 10 
year period, which amounts to a loss of 
483 students. It also led to a loss of 
tuition of almost $10 million for the 
University. The faculty has risen from 
271 to 277 in the last five years, along 
with the student decline, thus leaving 
the University to make up for the dif­
ference in the budget. With basically 
Tumisu i n l ni u u uui and 
•Wp.m. football game found the field 1W> f ™°" 
^ suitable for water poloIhanfoot- He » Retmon Endowment Fund, 
Kick Carrigan & Margo Schmidt, 1991 Homecoming King and Queen 
95 percent of the University income 
depending on student enrollment, any 
further loss of student body would only 
further impact on an already severe 
situation. 
Budget cuts have been made 
throughout the University over the last 
three years to help the crisis. The only 
area that has not received cuts is stu­
dent financial aid. Financial aid has 
gone from 18.3 percent of the total 
budget in 1985 to 23.6 percent at 
present. "Private schools throughout 
the U.8. are all feeling the strain of the 
recession. "This problem is not only at 
UOP," says President Atchley. "Con­
trary to common campus belief, the 
athletic department has also had a de­
crease in support. It has gone from 
receiving4.27 percentof the total bud­
get in 1990 to 3.40 percent at present. 
There has also been reductions of staff 
in the athletic department as well." 
The University has made 39 reduc­
tions in positions over the last four 
years and made five new positions 
available, for a total of 34 positions lost 
to staff and faculty. 
President Acthley has proposed an 
additional 22 to 25 positions to be cut 
over the next year. However, he did say 
that 22 of those positions were non-
academic positions and that the aca­
demic environmentatUOPis his"high­
est priority." 
Atchley did not focus on the bad 
aspects of the financial situation, rather 
he spoke of what the University would 
be doing to alleviate the crisis as well as 
some of the other areas he is going to be 
concentrating on. He has set aside 
$100,000 for immediate use to pur­
chase books for the library. He has also 
set an allotment of $150,000 a year for 
the next three years to automate the 
library. 
He also is dedicated to accomplish­
ing the following over the next two 
years, reducing the budget by 8 percent 
and raising the student/faculty ratio to 
15-to-l. The ratio is currently 13-to-l. 
[Last week's Pacifican stated the ratio 
is currently 4 -to-1. This was an error on 
our part] President Atchley pressed the 
need to balance the budget to assure the 
future of the University. "We must turn 
to a positive direction, then we can be 
in the position to allocate priorities in 
theUniversity," says Atchley. Another 
way the President plans on helping the 
University is with a $trategic Planning 
Committee. This committee consists 
of members of faculty, students, re­
gents and staff. 
President Atchley says he is com­
mitted to improving the financial situ­
ation that this University faces. He 
stated several times that the cuts would 
not be across the board and that aca­
demics were of his highest concern. He 
did not go into which offices would be 
receiving the reductions of staff and 
faculty, for the committee has yet to 
decide on that. It is still reviewing the 
program evaluations and cuts. He plans 
on presenting a package of his pro­
posed cuts at the end of the week. He 
closed in saying, "If the University can 
not move forward in a positive way, 
then I don't need to be here." 
Vice President holds open forum 
By Michelle Glau 
Senior Staff Writer 
Horace Fleming, executive vice 
president, spoke to faculty, staff, and 
students at an open forum Thursday at 
noon in the Redwood Room. Fleming 
responded to questions regarding the 
state of the University. 
As vice president of the University 
his responsibilities include athletics, 
internal audit, media service, public 
safety, and representing President 
Atchley in his absence. 
Fleming began the forum with a 
brief synopsis of his prior employment 
and discussed his first year at U.O.P. 
He referred to his first year as interest­
ing. Fleming mentioned that he has not 
had time to meet with faculty and 
speak with students. Hepromisedtodo 
better at this once the budget has been 
balanced and expenditures have been 
brought into line. 
Fleming said he was struck by two 
things at U.O.P. He commended the 
school on its diversity of educational 
courseofferings. He, however, felt that 
this is offset by the lack of appreciation 
of who we are. He said the University 
doesn't see itself as being as good as it 
is. "We suffer esteem problems," 
Fleming said. He suggested that this 
might stem from problems in Stockton. 
He referred to Stockton as a "frontier 
town" due to unfortunate occurrences 
that have occurred in the past years. 
Questions regarding the 8% budget 
cuts and which departments will suffer 
from the University's immense deficit 
were referred to President Atchley's 
meeting Tuesday, October 29 in the 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall. 
Cathy Caramucci, one of the stu­
dents who attended the forum said, "I 
think it is a good idea that the Horace 
Fleming came out and spoke to the 
U.O.P. community, but he should have 
answered the questions and not tap 
danced around the issues". Fleming 
did not discuss the specifics. He did 
admit that U.O.P. is carrying a large 
amount of overhead. "What we want 
to do atU.O.P. is getting to a size where 
weeliminate unnecessary overhead and 
put the resources where they ought to 
be - education." 
Many teachers expressed concerns 
that dedicated teachers would be re­
leased and important courses elimi­
nated. Fleming stated that cuts would 
be made across the University and ath­
letics was one of them. Faculty and 
students will have input into the deci­
sions that will ultimately be made. A 
committee consisting of faculty, staff, 
and students will be making observa­
tions and recommendations. 
Several students attended the open 
forum. A few made suggestions on 
how to bring the University out of debt. 
Tony Kitzmiller , a student in Public 
Relations Case Studies and Problems 
said he is doing an extensive research 
project on other Universities who 
brought added income to their schools 
by having a University pub. Fleming 
noted that this was a good idea but felt 
that Pacific is a different setting from 
Vice President Flemming 
other schools. 
Kim Hall another student in a pub­
lic relations class described an oppor­
tunity that could bring a positive pub­
licity to the campus. Due to low stu­
dent attendance a dormitory has been 
closed. Pacific could have offered the 
empty hall to victims of the fire that 
swept the Oakland area She said when 
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Dance department 
protests 
By Cathy Caramucci 
Staff Writer 
A group of students rallied in the McCaffrey Center on Tuesday, Oct. 22, to 
make other students aware of the plight of the UOP dance program, which could 
soon be eliminated due to the 8 percent budget cuts. 
"We want students to recognize the importance of art, saidTheresaHamilton, 
one of the leaders of the rally. Hamilton is a pre-dance therapy major and feels 
"art in any form is important." 
"We want students to be aware of dance and show them that dance should be 
kept alive," said Erin Eliassen, a junior, pre-dance therapy/psychology major. 
"Dance is a way students can express themselves outside of academics." 
"Dance is one of the four major art forms," said Penelope McCalley, a 
professor of dance. "This a liberal arts college that has a strong commitment to 
the arts and to exclude one of the art forms will not offer students a well-rounded 
education." 
McCalley feels if dance is eliminated "a huge gap in the arts will form and 
there will be some missed opportunities for students." 
"This rally is about using your voice and to stand up for what you believe," 
said Rae Ann Ramsey, senior, English/Philosophy major. Ramsey encouraged 
the crowd of students to be aware of the issues on campus. It is not a time to be 
apathetic." 
"If students support dance, I encourage them to take more dance classes and 
attend more dance concerts and forums," said Eliassen. 
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Atchley sits in on 
Senate meeting 
that it is okay to have federal funds, 
including student loans, go to die stu-
to" of that accredited restore 
explained Dean Reuben Smith of the 
Graduate School (Smith to oteo 
been an acdve member of WASC 
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Last weeks UOP Senate meeting 
focused on President BillAtchley ashe 
paid a special visit to discuss current 
issues. The Senate members were free 
to ask him questions and acknowledge 
his responses. 
President Atchley addressed first 
and foremost, the budget issue. He was 
quoted as saying "With the 4.5 to 5 
million dollar budget deficit, every year 
I have to think about ways of cutting, 
not ways that I can let the institution 
grow". He wants to finish the budget 
issue so that he is better able to concen­
trate on aspects of the university that he 
feels is important, "maintaining qual­
ity, withoutlosing the environmentand 
finding ways to attract faculty". He 
told the Senate not to be overly con­
cerned with these cuts because it cer­
tainly is not unique to our university. 
"Every educational facility in the na­
tion is facing re-evaluations of their 
budget" Atchley explained. 
"I know I'm not going to be the best 
loved person on campus for these bud­
get cuts, but I keep coming back year 
Brof^^^vereKy^MCoUege." icam are situated, they sptmtflpisinto 
it all now. Hopefully people in later K^BeingrecognEedbyWASC |taUniveraity(w,lhftoll,,^"lhatchew* 
years can look back and understand pnahles students to transfer units, tratorsand students) whodevelopX faculty 
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administrators,deans,regentsand institution that knows what iisp^rs, and ethnic mi 
what I'm doing and know that this is 
when it needed to be done" Atchley 
stated. 
When asked about a time line for 
the results of the budget cuts, the Presi-
, dent was unable to give a definite an­
swer. Heonly stated thattheDeanswill 
be doing on-going cutting in their 
schools where they have to. He also 
stated (a question on everyone's mind) 
whether the athletic program would 
also be cut from. His response: "I will 
not allow the athletic program to drain 
from the academic program." 
President Atchley explained that he 
didn't fully understand the institutions 
financial status when he first began 
here at the university. He is currently 
concerned with the cost of education to 
middle class families that are pushed 
out of the way when it comes to finan­
cial aid. 
Senate members also brought up 
other topics and asked questions con­
cerning poor communication between 
the university schools and asked about 
the upcoming WASC accreditation. 
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Students watch dance performance in McCaffrey Center. 
Alums provide insight 
on budget cuts 
By Leslie Peddicord 
Senior Staff Writer 
The 1991 Alumni Award Dinner, 
held at the Raymond Commons Room, 
Friday evening was attended by the 
recipients of the awards as well as their 
family, friends and members of the 
University community. 
With Pacific being a tuition-driven 
institution andadwindlingstudentpool, 
these alumni were asked if they had 
any suggestions to raise money either 
through the alumni or other sources. 
Donald Shaver received the Young 
AlumnusAward. Shaver,a 1981 gradu­
ate of the Mc George School of Law 
and Stanislaus County Municipal Court 
Judge feels, "It is important to keep the 
alumni involved and make sure the 
alumni are aware of the needs of the 
students especially for employment 
opportunities, which provides services 
at no cost which the University would 
have to provideand pay for otherwise." 
Herbert Yee received the Distin­
guished University Service Award. 
A1948 graduate from the School of 
Dentistry, Yee is a dentist in Sacra­
mento as well as a UOP regent. He 
spoke of the fundraising efforts in the 
School of Dentistry. "We are trying to 
raise $20 million as part of the total 
campaign. We're asking some of our 
alumni to purchase insurance. I think 
there's about 50 of our alumni that have 
already purchased a $100,000 insur­
ance policy. Of course that's what we 
call deferred gifts that won't come to us 
until the person passes away. So that 
already raises 5 million dollars." How­
ever, Dr. Yee believes "the main thrust 
should be to bring more students to our 
campus. That is really the main goal of 
theUniversity: to educate students. And 
we must go out and find outstanding 
students." 
David Frederickson, communica­
tion director at the Federal Highway 
Administration and recipient of the 
Distinguished Public Service Award 
said, "Obviously it takes thesupportof 
people who went to school here and I 
think that all of us who had the oppor­
tunity for the 'UncommonExperience' 
of Pacific would hope that it would 
never cease to provide that experience." 
When asked what their reaction 
was to the recently announced pro­
posed 8% budget cut by President 
Atchley, all made it clear that there are 
cuts that have to be made all over the 
country because of the economy. 
However, Shaver felt that "it is im­
portant that cuts be made equally in 
education, intramural and athletic pro­
grams, rather than having to have cuts 
concentrating in one specific area." 
Yee said, "There must be a cut 
across the board in many things." In 
speaking for the Board of Regents he 
assured, "One thing we try not to cut is 
the teachers' salaries because we want 
to attract good teachers so we can at­
tract good students." 
Jane Sweeney, a chief in the Army 
Medical Specialist Corps, received the 
Distinguished Professional Service 
Award. She hopes the physical therapy 
program will not be adversely affected 
by the budget cuts. "There is a national 
shortage of physical therapists. It is 
one of the fastest growing health pro-
Radio, newspaper, magazine and 
even cable TV have been some of the 
forms of advertising University Col­
lege has used to promote its re-entry 
program. But billboard advertising has 
seemed to be the most effective. 
University College is a school 
within the University of the Pacific. It 
is no different than schools such as 
COP or School of Business, except that 
University College is designed for stu­
dents 25 or older. These students may 
have had personal problems or just 
never decided to go on with pursuing a 
college career at the typical age of 18 to 
22. Not only do these older students 
need to be accepted by the original 
Office of Admissions, but once they 
are accepted, they receive the exact 
same quality of education as if they 
were attending UOP as an 18-year-old 
freshman. 
UOP'sUniversity College has been 
using billboards around the city of 
S tockton now for almost two and a half 
years. Currently, the University is on a 
12-month contract with 3M Advertis­
ing Company. University College ad­
vertises six out of the 12 months, while 
four months are used by University 
Relations and two months by Lifelong 
Learning. Although the University has 
funding for such advertising, 3M was 
just recently generous enough to do­
nate 16 billboards. These billboards, 
rotated monthly, will not only be seen 
around the city of Stockton, but around 
thecounty as well. Presently,billboards 
are up in Linden, Lodi, Manteca and 
Tracy. 
According to Barbara Shaw, head 
of advertising for University College, 
"nothing but a positive response has 
been achieved by the billboard adver­
tising." The main reason for such a 
high response from the community is 
because of such billboards stating 
"adults can earn their degree ffom UOP" 
are effective. Some re-entry students 
said that when they were driving back 
and forth to work every day, they felt 
like the billboard was talking to them. 
They finally called the University in­
quiring about the program, and that is 
how many ended up as students at 
UOP. 
Even with theUniversity ina finan­
cial crisis, University College will con­
tinue to use billboards as a form of 
promoting the school to the commu­
nity. "The return for University Col­
lege is far in excess of what we ever 
spent in advertising," says Shaw. 
egion includes alifornia, a­
waii and the Pacific. "There are ap­
proximately 140 schools within the 
region," informed Smith. 
In the past, these schools were evalu­
ated every 10 years, but recently it was 
changed to an eight year cycle. 11 an 
institution is having difficulties, WAS C 
will often return to the school more 
frequently, hoping that the institution 
has shown improvement 
Each school writes an annual Self 
Study Report, that contains an accu­
mulation of researched information 
pertaining to the university. It then 
publishes the report as an internal docu­
ment to be read by WASC and those 
involved with the institution. UOP-'s 
report is on reserve at the library and 
can be viewed by anyone who is inter­
ested. 
ASUOP Parliamentarian, Donivan 
MacLoud said, "I read the report and 
there are a few things that I don't agree 
with —like the reasons behind increas­
ing the number of senators on ASUOP 
problems. Thequestion is dotheyk Baether as one hui 
how to fix them?" ncesLucas-Tauchar 
UOP's upcoming budget 
an example of problems in an insLWe>re'rially please 
tion. Some programs will be cutandi ,, studcnt-initiato 
departments will feel the effectofr' 
cut back. This is one of the %dy,' the kids said.' 
WASC will be addressing. [Further, students 
WASC will be looking at bottled "Kaleidoscope 
positive and negative elementsoflilganization that sp 
They will have the opportunity of S]%d takes the anti-ra 
ing with all of those whoareaffil% residence halls, 
with the institution, includingstuikt^itedYolanda Kinj 
For those students interested lte Martin Luther * 
speaking with members of the WAS^ng Martin Luthe 
team, an open torom will be held®! Officials at the 4, 
Gold Room at noon on Thursday ^ has I 
31 .Allstudentsarewelcomtoilii,reasc minority < 
both the positive and negative ida^ minorilics nu 
theUniversity. Drawing from P®f the campus, 
perience as a member of other WA! YetnrHndire roir 
teams. Smith explained, "I w0^,ege^aTipuscs 
believe a school that only saidposit ,<Inany ̂  aca 
finn£s- )ur minority (studc 
ave been vicfimiz 
*5 an ^}zanci±co 
cordiaif.y invites you 
to join us. in celebrating cur 
cdjobiday (Dfx en cHouse 
from 
One o clock in the afternoon 
untib six o cboch in the evening 
on Sunday, <cAfovember tenth, 
Nineteen hundred and ninety one 
at 2337 bbPacific c/fvenue 
ddtochton, datifoxnia 
"On the cMiracCe cMile" 
^Refreshments and cdjors d oeuvres 
(20Q) 466-4Q73 
Robby's Bicycle 
fessions, and because of that tremen­
dous need I'm hoping the program will 
continue to thrive." 
Although Frederickson was not 
aware of the cuts, he explained, "In the 
world I work in , Washington D.C., 
we've been experiencing budget cuts 
now for several years and I would have 
to tell you that budget cuts don't neces­
sarily mean that you don't continue to 
do the job. What it means is that you 
have to work harder, plan and prepare 
in a more prudent way and you have to 
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A crime of domination 
3 
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verdistributed hate literature 
jje Baldwin-Wallace College 
Ohio, last fall got results-but 
, students slept, someone 
flier depicting a cartoon-like 
je. with a stamp-out symbol 
idshield wipers on parked 
jound campus. 
^fraternity men, on their way 
2 a.m. discovered the hate 
j,. Outraged, they woke up 
il fraternity brothers who joined 
destroying the fliers before 
could see them. 
^ same students mobilized the 
u into an all-day "Rally Against 
„ that drew more than 800 stu-
(jculty and staff. The festival-
1, complete with ban-
1* 
ay, "We found an 
>ws what its prob-
•w to solve its prob. 
lam would call us if we were luckv 
™^Chanc,!llOTOrp^ideracalls» 
flc p;,U'when minority students 
rU«^eBofpreju^wh™ 
P ysical.onnmoresubtlefonns.there 
was scant support available. 
Now, many campuses have direc­
tors of mulitcultural affairs, anti-rac­
ism groups and gay/lesbian alliances to 
help students deal with painful 
dents. 
By Amy Reynolds 
(CPS) 
tnci-
f Study. That way ^picung people of all colors hold-
'»\/ 4t\X/*> r_ . 1. a hrPQlrfuct piaht 1, featured a breakfast, eight 
ftand ethnic music. 
Here was a very powerful mo-
vay to solving those :#ficn one of the student leaders 
(1 Smith, "There deveryone to grab hands, and in 
the world without pbol to make a commitment to 
•tion is do they know (Igetherasone humankind," says 
IsLucas-Tauchar, vice president 
"g^Udget CUtS are Went affairs. 
t'rereally pleased," she said. "It 
isll student-initiated. 'Enough al-
at only said positive 
blems in an institu-
iswillbecutandall 
eel the effect of the 
one of the things k' the kids said." 
ressing. Further, students formed a group 
looking at both the id "Kaleidoscope," a multicultural 
vc elements of UOP. ipizalion that sponsors programs 
pportunityofspeak- Mes the anti-racism message to 
e who are affiliated 1; residence halls. The school also 
, including students. 1 sitedYolanda King, daughter of the 
lents interested in ^Martin Luther King Jr., to speak 
nbers of the WASC tag Martin Luther King Week, 
n will be held in the Officials at the 4,800-student cam-
non Thursday, Oct is say there Has been an effort to 
•welcome to discuss crease minority enrollment. Cur-
vl negative sides of miy minorities make up 10 percent 
iwing from past ex-
bcr of other WASC Yetprejudice remains a problem on 
ained, "I wouldnt Wtgecampu^ 
"Inany given academic year, one in 
Minority (students) indicate they 
ten victimized in some way. 
is800,000 to a million students— 
.Asians, Hispanics. If you 
M$ys the same question, it would 
f," said Adele Terrell, program 
,tct® for the National Institute 
''Prejudice and Violence, 
jAmerican students confront 
'ownattitudes aboutrace issues for 
lime when they arrive on a 
% campus. 
Some educators say it is not sur-
to find racial tensions among 
| ^-age people, 
te the first time in our history," 
ynond Mac, professor of soci-
at Northwestern University, 
:tan putting black and white 
Speoplein open competition (for) 
'•relates,public office, schooling 
• ^ce serves the same func-
ent uniforms." 
More than 63 percent of colleges 
surveyed recenUy-with total popula­
tion exceeding 15,000 —had race 
awareness programs during orienta­
tion, said Diane Austin, historian of the 
National Orientation Directors Asso­
ciation and assistant dean of student 
affairs at Bendy College in Waltham, 
Mass. In 1989,47 percent offered such 
programs. 
Incoming students at Bendey watch 
a film entilted "Ethnoviolence," which 
was produced by the University of 
Maryland and features re-enactments 
of actual campus incidents. The film 
depicts not only incidents with racial 
overtones, but gay/lesbian issues as 
well. 
In the past five years, Bendey, which 
has a seven percent intemadonal popu­
lation that is increasing annually, has 
offered a freshman seminar course that 
deals with cultural diversity. 
Austin says that while Bendy does 
not call on outside teams to work with 
one. 
oxsi-
j While fcidents of prejudice and 
], x. increasingly referred to as 
^olence," continue to occur on 
^ s college campuses, officials 
,re 1S a corresponding outcry 
ill. 
ePast several years, adminis-
students on prejudice reduction, the 
school is committed to "educating all 
parties involved." 
"We will not condone forms of 
harassment," she says. Austin points 
out that some students, because of lim­
ited exposure to other cultures, are un­
aware that they are making offensive -
remarks. "I've heard them say, 'Why 
are they getting upset over this word?' 
Sometimes they are surprised and hor­
rified. We cannot assume there is an 
intention to hurt." 
A recent storm of controversy at the 
University of Kansas at Lawrence, 
swirled around student senate presi­
dent Darren Fulcher, who is black, and 
media reports that he assaulted a white 
woman in February. 
The Fulcher incident has caused 
students and faculty to reflect on politi­
cal correctness and freedom of press. 
According to a Knight-Ridernews-
paper story, many on the campus ac­
knowledged underlying racial tension. 
University officials, however, say 
that they have made strides in recent 
years to bring a greater awareness of 
cultural differences and don't see the 
incident as having racial overtones. 
"The university has a very active 
program to encourage broader cultural 
diversity," says Robin Eversole, direc­
tor of university relations. 
Freshman at Clark University in 
Worcester, Maine attend a workshop 
on understanding mulitcultural issues. 
"It'snotourgoaltochangeanyone s 
mind. Just to get students to think, 
says KatherineMaddox-Wiley, interim 
associate dean of students. 
International students make up 254 
pê  of ^_s ,dem PCPu^on a. 
Maybe you know him. 
He's one of the guys who has no 
respect for women — in relationships, 
one of the partners has to lose, he says. 
He's a hedonist, known for his sexual 
prowess. Monogamy is not in his vo­
cabulary. His friends supporthis sexual 
conquests — indeed, they are usually 
like him, discussing the latest encoun­
ter in the lockerroom or before class. 
He's macho. He's a guy who likes 
power, who craves danger, who is ag­
gressive. He sometimes picks fights. 
He often drinks alcohol and uses other 
drugs. He has little respect for society. 
"These are the ones that are the 
pathogens, that may drop out of school, 
beat their wives and kids and abuse 
substances," says Barry Burkhart. 
"These are the men committing 90 
percent of the crimes." 
The crimes are sexual assault on 
campuses — date and gang rapes. 
Burkhart knows all about men who 
commit these crimes — he is a profes­
sor of psychology at Auburn Univer­
sity who is nationally recognized for 
his research on the characteristics of 
sexual aggression. 
"Men who rape aren't raping for 
sex," Burkhart says. "It's a pseudo-
sexual act expressing power and anger. 
Rapists don't rape for sex like alcohol­
ics don't drink because they' re thirsty." 
Burkhart says that studies show a 
strong relationship between men on 
college campuses who commit date 
rape and those in prison for rape. 
"The primary difference between 
hidden and regular rapists is a differ­
ence of degree and relationship," he 
say s.' 'The surest way to get caught is to 
rape a stranger.. Men who offend in a 
courtship situation are rarely caught." 
Rapists show violence and anger 
and express the need for power and 
domination. They perceive women as 
adversaries, so they fuse their aggres­
sions with sex. 
In looking at arousal patterns, one 
study showed that rapists in prison had 
high levels of sexual arousal when they 
watched videos of both consensual sex 
and rape scenes. The college men who 
say they forced a woman to have sex 
against her will gave responses that 
matched the ones given by the rapists in 
prison. 
Non-rapists became aroused only 
when watching the videos of consen­
sual sex. 
"Men as part of the masculine sex 
role are encouraged to be sexually de­
manding," Burkhart says. 
Burkhart says that the college men 
who say they had sex with a woman 
against her will come primarily from 
highersocioeconomicclasses. Because 
they believe in rape myths — like 
"Nice girls don't get raped," or "She 
wanted it" — they don't see their acts 
as wrong. 
"They say they did it to get laid, but 
the real meaning of sex to them is 
power, anger and domination," 
Burkhart says. 
Other experts agree and say they 
are disturbed by trends of related anti-
women beliefs held by a growing num­
ber of men in college. 
Mary Koss, a psychology and psy­
chiatry professor at the University of 
Arizona, recently conducted a survey 
of 600 students enrolled in a "psych 
101" class. 
"We found high levels of hostility 
and anger toward women," Koss says. 
"Two-thirds of the men say that women 
routinely lease and 40 percent say that 
women lie," she says. 
"With these kinds of figures," she 
adds, "it is easy to see why these men 
do not empathize." 
UOP Bulletin 
Prepared by Department of Public Safety 
Auto Buglary 
Car stereos continue to be the target of two burglaries on Campus this past 
week. One occurred on Chapel Lane and the other took place on Campus 
Way. Total loss: $1200. 
Theft 
Thieves removed a front spoiler from a student's car parked in Lot #4 (by 
Long Theatre). A Mountain bike was taken from the Northeast side of 
Wendell Phillips Center. 
Annoying phone calls 
Officers are investigating annoying phone call complaints in Grace Covell 
Hall and Jessie Ballantyne. 
Alarms 
A smoke detector was found tampered with in Grace Covell Hall Friday 
night. Officers responded to two security alarms and four false emergency 
phone activations this past week. 
Casualty 
Public Safety Officers and Stockton Fire Department Medics assisted a 
student who had fallen down the stairs of Southwest Hall Saturday night. 
Arrests 
Officers apprehended six subjects who were loitering and trespassing 
without lawful business or permission. 
PREGNANT?SCARED? 
CALL US 
THE DECISION ABOUT YOUR FUTURE AND 
THAT OF YOUR UNPLANNED CHILD IS YOURS! 
CARING AND CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING 
HELP THE CHILDREN 
547-0255 
CA FACILITY #390312275 
STOCKTON 
' ciflO! 
FOUR YEARS OF COLLEGE 
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ihavi 
®men 
e tackled the problem of 
itv" tetention by adding race-
L £ss ri'ms, workshops and semi-
mentation programs. 
l0°lsbring in outside teams 
Speciflcally 10 fr^11 student 
'W,tkflect ethnic jokes, inci-
Sd behavior. 
k e there does seem to be an 
® the reporting of (racial) 
1 there has been a massive 
°i commitment to do some-
lQr °ul 'L" says Cherie Brown, 
^National Coalition Build-
Son ̂ Washington, D.C.,orga-
Stf^i31 teaches prejudice reduc-
Vc yf' 
^°aliti0n, which originally fo-
ip^n b'ack/Jewish relations on 
' sponsors "welcoming 
htograms at more than 120 
Oughout the country. "We 
ToWn°!? Eposes since 1980," 
®ack then, may be a chap-
Clark. Undergraduates are also requmed 
to take part in a workshop that includes 
a film entitled "Facing Differences. 
Living Together on Campus. 
Cultural diversity is increasing on 
Jpuses.The.nsa.u^rin^uonal 
Education recently repotted that en 
coHegestncteasedby^  ̂ 
reCOf gar The institute also said 
Snts from Eastern European 
K"^recere panelai Ite University of 
New Mexico, endued ••bN-y^ entided "Diversity at 
UjjM: "Hie Pain and theGain" 
" °^sX—n-
panel which consisted of 
professors and lawyers^ 
sociologists, p s David E. ™tX2^chicano 
^If-ReiarchCenterallheUmvcr-
=St£r«SB--
troubles m the i>ovi 
If you think the tests in col­
lege are tough, wait until your 
first job interview. Last year, 
America's businesses lost 
$60 billion to drugs. 
So this year, most of the 
Fortune 500 will be administer­
ing drug tests. Failing the test 
means you won't be considered 
for employment. 
After all, if you're into drugs, 
how smart can you be. 
WE'RE PUTTING DRUGS OUT OF BUSINESS. 
Partnership for a Drug-Free America 
Plans 
•d that plans 
1 by faculty 
dent/faculty 
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Homosexuality in society from the Ri( 
111 
Editors Note: This letter was submitted by an anonymous 
University staff member. While it is not the policy of the Pacifican 
to accept unsigned letters, special consideration has been made in 
this case. The contents of the following letter does not represent all 
staff and supportive services personnel. 
By GregRUD 
I 
• \Vahcr Za 
Staff v 
'{tabbl .hr,t and 
5 talk shows like Oprah and Geraldo. They S^y°" n^row.mindc 
Who are we? We work 12 months a ycar-mc ud ng hrce 
monihs in the summer when, with temperatures over 100 degrees, 
we have the privilege of working without air conditioning because 
it saves the University money. We do not serve on com™tte^e 
no voice in administrative governance, have traditionally beeri the 
first to be targeted for budget cutbacks, are not mentioned o 
considered when inadequacy of salaries are discussed, and are the 
last praised and first blamed. We are not tenured; we cannot claim 
the protection of "academic freedom." For us, challenging existing 
policy is "insubordination" which is grounds for termination. We 
work nearly 40, (but often more) hours a week and a^not e^ 
for "faculty development leaves." To improve our.skills or profes­
sional knowledge, we attend classes or read academic journals on 
ourhme We are told by both students and faculty that our presence 
TnoUmponara * to "mission" of me University and mat our 
positions take money away from increasing faculty salanes or 
"wCrWeTrarml nametess faces ma, insure that mem 
are phones and electricity and tunning water on campus^ We haul 
h ,,n,i „rass We handle the unimportant areas such s paying 
Ddislcooiang^c^; dmng dtsrties. issuing^ychecks,prcpaiwigptess 
releases, ordering and selling textbooks, painting, issuing financial 
aid mailing transcripts and insuring that there are beds in the 
residence halls and desks in the classrooms. We plan activities, 
listen, give medical treatment, deliver mail, wnte computer pro­
grams, interview job applicants, raise money, run the tutoring center, 
advise international students and work with the Greeks. We are the 
faces that you complain to if your paycheck is wrong, need cash, your 
books are too expensive, the vending machines don't work, or there 
is no toilet paper. We are the second (or is it third) class ctttzens on 
campus—nameless, faceless, unseen and unsung. 
Who Are We? We are the support personnel. Ours are the 
unglamorous jobs. Our mission is to perform the "unimportant-
functions that allow a university, with property and buddings, 
students and professors, to continue to function. Oh, we know that 
our jobs are not the main purpose for the University, but some­
times-just occasionally—it would be nice to hear that we are not 
completely unimportant...if occasionally campus letters would be 
addressed to "University Community",instead ofonly"Faculty...if 
occasionally, when salaries are discussed, staff and support salanes 
are acknowledged asmaybene&ingimprovementtoo...rf occasion­
ally a student, a faculty member, or an administrator would say 
"thanks" between the complaints... if occasionally, we were in­
cluded in the information loop... if occasionally some 
acknowledgement were made that we, too, are professionals who 
have chosen higher education and UOP as the place to practice our 
profession.-., if occasionally it was recognized that although we are 
not faculty, our efforts do assist faculty and students m enabling 
them too perform the teaching, research and learning that is the 
mission of the University. 
Who Are We? We are the staff and the support personnel. 
Secretaries, groundsmen, Public Safety officers, writers, resident 
directors, computer programmers, bookstore workers, accountants, 
editors, cashiers, clerks, dining service workers, custodians, crafts­
men and dozens of others. Who are we? We are the individuals who 
have chosen this place to practice our crafts and professions. We are 
not insignificant or unimportant. We provide the SUPPORT FOR 
EVERY FUNCTION THAT OCCURS AT UOP, and we are proud 
of the contributions that we make. 
I mve talk sho s like prah and eraldo. i JE ^ narro .minded, - b bUU graced mc ":;;^m"Califomians. 11 - mm ai 
what is going on in the mind of^c a^ j J ̂  pleasure of watching ^c(gversallon circles of ma£\omOSCJlllals, something winch 
self rightous American ciuzen. The othe y, , • rheardthat . in the workplace clear that dm lull 
a talk show about homosexuality. I got quite an c u ^ ̂  m0rally opportu ^ ^ linder the Constitution^ ietal sysicm. 1 
—  r , h e  Thomas vs. Hill balilc. s > much ,K,S, 
In the recent soap oP^ra of ^ hu AlUloUgh Uie vciool ABioU 
pressarily shoved out of die po Qf m0Sl newspapers, a failed to, 
""".rights jo ill, race  die ro Caiif0 i s. The bill called fore, 
® _  ~; .v>1pc of  rHt l ins t r  ,  , ,nh ' ih i iu '  which 
K" 
/on 
, Blues. « 




l lit .  t it  orall
homosexuals were an aberration of nature, that eir ac ^ ̂  ̂  
reprehensible, that God had sent the AIDS vims to pun 
were all surely going to hell. audience. I would 
For the first time in my life I wished I was m Ae stucuo ^ ̂ ̂  
have grabbed the microphone out o Opr s made ^ creatures. 
according to your religious docttine, God g y Secondly, 
Logically, that means he made homosexual, bfaHte «t otj ̂  ̂  
what they do in bed is no more your busmess to wha y ^ ^ ̂  
neighbors do in their bed. Thirdly, if you spen ^ ̂ ^ disease 
time spouting your mouth off, you d know a responsible than the 
and that the gay community is being a ItoSem. 
"straight" community that still assumes th shouldn't be an issue. 
I guess what bothers me most is that homosexuality shoukta t» 
Gay's shouldn't have to be protesting in the streets ^ e^u g lo as 
America is supposed to be a free country. This should mMJJ 
your actions don't infringe on the rights of anodier you ctm d 
want. However, since our country is not living up to Us ConsUtuUon, ̂  g 
die gay community is fighting for the rights that should already ̂  
birth. I hope someday soon we will mean it when we say that in our country 
all men are created equal. 
IlUu zangcr 
JT#0 i'storht 1 
of^ 
: 
became quue in mm resulted in vandalism. 
ctrdtinn turned violent anu innocent people cauAt J xWe vc 1 
x iu^ ,K Uni tnisn i w 
already entitled under the C^y^abundant legal sy .tern. It >sn0 
add more congestion to aaa^Juons of our governor, but 1 am d,s 
surprise thataftermathwas" 0 ! d i s c u s s e d i o a g r e a t e , ^  ,  
amon'g die general P°Pu,ac^ dommo effect of protests because of lie JivingIsrael 
- following the d demonstrators In Sacramento, Export" 
Invito** 
Jlis f«ling. 
ec e it  upset"™u«• resulKd ,  a al, . VaysW be 
demonst atio  t r  ttde t^^. ̂  care of i t l  ca ght ' 
traffic, for over an hour, g one night, a quarter,,1 a milliondoibJ JilffVudJ w^  .mcr 0(m,lll(,n(l l|l! 
the traffic. In San Francisco, m j 
damage was done by £*«» •• ^ there are appropriate channels in 
I do not care how frustra svstem, but blocking trail ic, destroyij not care ho  frustrated one , ^ U;itl 1C 
ones' disappointment i ^ lolcralcd. One protester 
property and harassing mn ^ ̂  we recognize die necessity font-
stated, "I'm sorry about the ^ three-year-old throwing a tantrum. 
Violence in this situation - _. , «IP should do ihe nrmntib 
„ a*"1  ̂
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Tuning out an opinion 
*i  t i  it fiQnseems ^ ̂  casCi we t opposite
order to receive some attenuo , 
and ignore them! ^ j ^ not alonc in ignoring the scream 
I feel quite confident y b „ay political activists. Where arc ft 
ing tantrams wmu. --7—. Peopie not talking about these incidents 
shows "thaulK^ do not care, or diaf ihey do not feci draf altcnuon is wanag 
due to the violent and dismpfiye acuo ^ ̂  ̂  terrorists 
---^Sn^Swithdicmonthehon,^ 
byjfr , i e  L e  
Guest Writer 
now. The show is programmed and 
hosted entirely by students and fea­
tures new and alternative music- in fact 
i- VDA C* ic «1<sO 
Laura No 
School  of  In l  
just returned 
opening expi'1 
Due to he I want to take^  ^  ^  ^ ^  ^  
abroad, and we shou 0t spoken tip is because a 1 the now-iamonst dcmic ex. 
reason many poi'bctaM word which was des.gned tobrand inlcrnauonal 
DearEditor: - in  s"«wf'y "7 _ called homophobna. Yes,01 ^ lc alutude toward g 1 it has wotfe 
I am writing in response to your hosted entirely by students an ne showing aiess-than- the while 1 m v m > as not to offend 
igno^tandilessStorialinlast tores new andlalte^e ™ac-mf£t because many phoblcls_ 
week's Pacifican, wherein you lam- the program director for the homosexual populat nfestvle and acainst the childish 
^ KUOP for not being a "typical a DJ on the Progressive Connechon whQ ,g ^ disagreement with the gay 1 rfagemfl 
JL " Tt is comnletelv Additionally, if you were to examine ^ ̂  taking place, then I am hom^homc 
some successful "typical college radio t Now ^re are those who say1 am ignomnt, hutiti.J 
stations," suchasKFSR(FresnoState), Y fl ̂  sinCe the wonderful sixues, t e 
KSJS (San Jose State), ... as well as ^b^practice that has been over-abused. W 
many others ,  you would  f ind tha t  they P  d o e s  n o t  n e e d,  and i t  i s  def in i te ly  not  what  l 0 P n «^.  
share one bail: all of them have a ^^Pacific ctoblsic) at UOP is n« a club to. sho»ljW« 
variety of programming that includes  ̂Qur institution. To obtain club statû adub m «̂ i j ,x  ̂
college radio station." It is completely 
unnecessary to put down KUOP in 
order to promote KPAC. The two are 
not rival stations and they should be 
cooperating in order to better the mu­
tual interests of both. 
Beyond that, your criticism of 
KUOP is completely unfounded and 
hildish action! 
; not afraid to 
disagree, 1 ant j 
ce" has been a 
r . as much of the diverse population as 
and not only through the airwaves: ^ 01 u ^ F 
KUOP records and broadcasts campus I««^ ^ ^ exceptionally 
events, produces slide shows and pre- badtastewhenyouconslderthatKPAC, 
sentations for many campus depart- is currently 
ments, provides training facilities and lacwug iu, 
lected as or 
Association i 
This year 
cil hosted th. 
bly meeting 
sociation. 1 





to discuss p 
As an ir 
Pacifican makes good bird cage linf Wo 
classroom space for the communica­
tion department, provides recording 
studios at a discount to UOP students, 
faculty, and alumni, and records and 
broadcasts Conservatory concerts. In 
addition, KUOP works hard to gain 
Dear Editor: nothired at the end of last sprinj 
As a former Senior Staff Writer for theEditorinCh.cfdidnotC 
the Pacifican, I am familiar with the school this > car 1 hosewerct 
weekly grind generating story ideas, 
meeting the initial deadlines, editing, 
and rushing to go to press on Wednes­
day evening. Some of the editors un 
broadcasting out of KUOP s studios, 
using KUOP's equipment, and even 
borrowing extensively from the Pro­
gressive Connection's music library. 
Now, there is nothing outrageously 
rr""" J u ^ wrong with the Pacifican's editorial uuy v»v.u..B- — —- — 
iti .  r  iri t  i  J ^ ^ usuaUy denied t0 all doubtedly spend 20 to 30 hooo; a week 
publicityfotdteun^^ts ^ regularity; tey in thin process. It is dme consuming 
affiliation with the National ruDiic ^ nf ttop'q <itn- work. 
Radionetwork. KUOP continues to do week; ^ ̂ tVo I've been here for four years, and 
all of these things despite the over- &h ̂  However> more I've observed that at its very best, ev-
whelming lack of recognmon from the oftenthannot UOp'S students look for eryone read the paper and most people 
campus. ,, . , something with a little more, well, jour- complained about its content. This 
Asforthelackof teeth inKUO b ti ;nteeritv year, however, the quality of the writ-
programming, KUOP has been broa - ing is so poor that far fewer people can 
casting the Progressive Connection Mirhaei Thorn stand to read it, let alone worry about 
show five days a week for several years Micnae ^ content 
Most readers may not realize that 
the majority of the Pacifican staff was 
By Dais 
Staff Writ 
ing blows for those who have 
stand and fight, doing the best1 
know how to put out a paper 
every Thursday. 
I applaud the current 
ing the best of a bad situation. Thefi 
remains, however, that the Pacifican 
a weekly embarrassment. Donfr 
have students who can write a 
lead for a news story? Can't 
guish what belongs on 
from what belongs on the 
Split infinitives, buried leads, --
spelling, and syntax errors do not 
long in our paper. Certainly, there® 
current staff writers who do 
(See guano, page 10) 
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"Am I going to graduate 
and have a life after school?" 
"Nothing, there never is!' "Did they have beer when 
the administration was in 
school, and if so, why are 
they so uptight about us 
drinking?" 
What is Sean Cassidy up to "Unfortunately the paper I 
these days. have today" 
"Nothing, its still recovf 
from homecoming. 
i, Oct • 3l 1 fNIERNATlONAL 
the Rink, ̂ ,ton 
UOP hosts Rabbi Zange 
The Pacifican, Oct. 31, 1991 
M y G r e gIW 
- 'Pert 
,1 
rit d ajuw ° 
• '*! sonal'ty on "Hello Jerusalem," 
' ncwS wae 
'Pi ih' 
""• i 'Wlcdto  
lvl"ctl "wy a,^1 
hls bl« would i. 
i. .s„:( ' 
"'"""USIPPOI; 
1° a greater "ntett 
:vVriter 
^UoZanger, lecturer, col-
' ailthor and television maga-
' . . .^"UpllnTpnicolpm " 
nersonainy * 
,t [lis rendition of ' Down and 
:!;tC »| Blues," at the Bechtel Inter-
1 jl Center. 
a nutshell, or should we say, 
I Zangcr says the worst part 
Storm was not the missile 
but that America would not 
e*tent 
Tsacr°flJlCv^l 1,1 s^nimentoa 
Gays biockJ 
people caught Up m 
a m,ll,on dollars 
e channels in 
raflic, destroying 
d. One protester 
necessity for it." 
'•ng a tantrum in 
• do the opposite 
noring the scream- |j 
isLs. Where are the 
Jl these incidents 
ention is warranted 
SIS student heads to D.C. 
il with terrorists 
: home front. The 
[he now-famous fear 
lesigned to brand 
s and it has worked 
0 as not to offend 
iphobic is someone 
ic childish actions 
1 am not afraid to ' 
I disagree, I am just 
incc" has been a 
uncc is something II 
t UOP needs, 
should be affiliated' ! 
>pen to all students, ; 
they cultivate an 
II would not be 
f this club. 
^efee^e 
UmtedSBleslsnotd0fendi d 
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th/M Hm"18 l° his interPretation of 
le East situation, all argu­
ments for supporting Israel are gone-
Russia is no longer a threat and Israel is 
no ionger needed as a strategic ally, so 
die Israelis have added a counterpoint 
to their woeful tune; left-wing opti­
mists look for peace by giving up land 
and right-wing skepticals warn, "Noth 
ing but suicide will satisfy Palestin 
& but ™ 
I rael todefend itself, leaving the 
3* filing demoralized. Then, , _ W11J Falesti -
grubbed salt in the wound by ians. The two wings perform a tricky 
Living Israel financial rewards for duet, "Think right and act left" Mean-
—-:«y to use Patriots and leave while, the base section repeals the age 
old Jewish chorus "Take the lumps and 
wait." 
jddowntheotnert,uy oauuoiu;, siaieu Gas mask in hand, Rabbi Zanger 
^iZanger, as he moved into stan- had nothing good to say about the 
"* " "A United S tates and could find no fault in 
(Iil behind for future defense. 
•We've been diddled up one side. 
U "pfof A itheother (by Saddam)," stated 
-
about the Bush administration's vu iu u a  t  i
remedy the situation in the Israel. Selecting a few statements (out 
of context), Rabbi Zanger illustrated 
how the American public is being pro­
pagandized against Israel with infor­
mation that is "wrong, stupid, careless, 
immoral and malicious." However, the 
peace talks "must go for credibility, to 
help the Palestinians get out of the PLO 
grip, t or the sake of the future, to avoid 
economic suicide by angering the 
United States, and might lead to real 
progress." 
Bom inNew YorkCity, Rabbi Zanfer 
is a cum laude of Amherst College and 
the Hebrew Union College of Religon 
where he received his master's degree 
and was ordained a Rabbi. After ordi­
nation, he served as a chaplin of U.S. 
Air Force servicemen stationed in the 
Philippines. In 1966 he and his family 
emigrated to Israel, where he pursue 
his literary career, developed an out­
standing reputation as a guide and 
served in the Israel Defense Forces 
during several wars. 
By Julie Leonard 
Guest Writer 
Laura Norman, a senior in the 
Sctool of International Studies, has 
just returned from a week-long, eye­
ing experienced Washington D.C. 
Due to her proficiency in French, 
academic excellence and interest in 
international affairs, Norman was se­
el as one of 13 Atlantic Treaty 
Association interns. 
This year the Atlantic Treaty Coun-
hosted the annual General Assem­
bly meeting of the Atlantic Treaty As­
sociation. The last time the meeting 
was held in the United States was in 
1979. This year the topic was "The 
Alliance and Transatlantic Relations: 
Cltanginglssues-New Priorities." Del­
egates from NATO countries attended 
lo discuss prospects for the future. 
As an intern, Norman was respon-
age liner 
of last spring, orthat 
Jid not come back to 
ose were two crush-
e who have tried to 
oing the best they 







siblc for preparatory work such as trans­
lating, organizing and speech writing. 
During the conference, the interns as­
sisted the delegates and helped the five-
day meeting run efficiently. This re­
quired working from around 5:15 a.m. 
to 9:30 p.m. Norman admits she was 
exhausted, but the experience was in­
credibly rewarding. 
She was able to interact with the 
military leaders and policy makers from 
Europe and the United States. 
While working at the meeting, she 
heard several powerful figures give 
their views about the future of NATO. 
Among them were Gen. Powell, De­
fense Secretary Cheney and Dr. 
Manfred Worner, secretary general of 
NATO. She also attended the reception 
hosted by House Speaker Thomas Foley 
and Deputy Secretary of State 
Eagleburger and the post-conference 
excursion down the Potomac to Mt. 
Vernon. 
The lectures and discussions at the 
confercnceprovidcdNorman with both 
general and specific policy proposals 
addressing the monumental changes in 
the international system. Particularly 
interested in political issues, Norman 
was assigned to the political commit­
tee, which focused on: nationalism and 
national disintegration in Eastern Eu­
rope, Yugoslavia, migration and the 
political situation in the Soviet Union. 
This experience in Washington also 
opened Norman's eyes to the realities 
of working in the international field. 
She had an opportunity to talk with 
many people, such as ambassadors, 
government officials, members of the 
council and officials from Europe. 
Many spoke with discussed the sacri­
fices and time it takes to work one's 
way into an interesting and rewarding 
position in the international field. 
Women being community leaders 
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Mores Walters, visiting assistant 
professor of anthropology in COP, pre­
sented "International and Community 
Brospectives on Women in Develop-
Tent,' at World on Wednesday on Oct. 
'n the Bechtel Center. 
Walters, who received her B.A. in 
biology from City College of New 
?0rk and a nursing degree from Co­
itus University, changed her field 
Asocial sciences after working in New 
• Ban Francisco and Japan as a 
J* She then got her Ph.D. from 
ew York University in social science. 
norder tocomplete her Ph.D. disserta-
Perceptions of Social Inequality 
0 ^emen Arab Republic," she spent 
0I1C a"d a half years in Yemen. Her 
CxPerience there and teaching an urban 
program in Chicago enabled her 
:°mparc roles of women in commu-





1en in her presentation. 
^ According to Walters, "Women are 
c 6 Central movers" in changing their 
and their efforts are often 
lio '!j 0r*ented concerns with educa-
^ housing and food supply. "Women 
^especially active in identifying their 
I Unimity problems when those prob-
s^fecttheir children,"Walters said. 
I^^ese projects include local or 
Students listen to speakers at the Bechtel Center. 
anti-drag and anti-gang 
oj 3'ters feUs that the development 
self h™1611 COmmun'ties are a result of 
u e'p situations. According to her, 
frc the communities with neigh-
that have poor health care, 
ploy '"ate ^tJcation and high unem-
ment- "Thosecommunitiesinneed 
of development can be found in both 
the United States and third world coun­
tries " said Walters. During her urban 
studyprogramsin Chicago,visitswere 
made to self-help organizations in 
Latino, African-American and Asian 
061 Whilesheworked in aremote Yemen 
village, she became convinced that the 
women there were "strong, resourceful 
and capable of solving problemstopa 
daily basis." Walters also said the vil­
lage reminded her of the ability to exist 
oleagerresourcesthatshehad^own 
as a child growing up in a New Yo 
City housing project. 
She calls it... 
International Affairs 
By Laurel Handly 
Senior Staff Writer 
For Christmas this year, much like 
last year, our loving University is giv­
ing us the month of January. If you ski 
this should be very exciting news for 
you. If you don't, like me, you are 
probably going, "Great...January...just 
what I always wanted." Do not despair. 
There are things to do in this world for 
non-skiiers. What can you do? Travel 
of course. Take that four weeks of 
down-time after Christmas and travel 
around the world doing "Non-skiier 
activities." Here are a few random sug­
gestions: 
Go to any other country and be 
annoyingly American. Carry a camera 
and map everywhere, throw your 
money around and try to speak their 
language. 
Go to Saudi Arabia. Check the oil 
fires and destruction. Take a few pic­
tures, go, "Bummer Dude," and get the 
heck out as soon as possible. 
Go to the middle of South America 
and dance around singing the "no snow" 
song while working on your tan. 
Go to England, walk into a drag 
store, and ask the nice little man 
behind the counter for a rubber. Giggle 
obnoxiously when he hands you an 
eraser. 
Go to Paris and try to find a decent 
pizza place. Show them pictures of 
Round Table Pizza. Explain to every 
pizza joint in town that pizza does not 
mean, "Stale tortilla things with to­
mato paste dripped on them." 
While you are in Paris, stop by the 
Louvre and absorb some culture. De­
cide for yourself what the Mona Lisa 
was thinking. 
Head on over to Germany, check 
out what used to be the Berlin Wall, go, 
"groovy dude," and then have a "real" 
beer. 
Go to Australia. Find out what ex­
actly a Wallabee is. Get your picture 
holding a Koala bear and have the sad 
realization that a Koala bear is just a 
delightful smelling tree sloth. 
On your way home, stop by the 
Caribbean and get a nice all-over tan. 
Then when you get home you get to 
dance around in front of your friends 
who just got back from the slopes go­
ing, "look guys, no raccoon eyes." 
Of course, you do have one other 
dreary option: Work. You can get a job 
and spend your month doing some­
thing really exciting like working at the 
"returns" counter at Sears. "You see I 
wanted the lavender robe in a large and 
I got the fuchsia robe in a medium. 
Now, I don't have a receipt but my son 
told me he bought ithere." It's your life, 
but I vote for wallabees and the Mona 
Lisa. 
l 
W.O.W. offers East German perspective 
By Monica Yadegar 
Senior Staff Writer 
Photo journalist like Hartmann 
spoke on "Women from East and West 
in a United Germany," at the Oct. 16 
World on Wednesday. 
Hartmann, who was bom in Ger­
many, received her undergraduate de­
gree from UOP and completed her 
graduate studies at the University of 
California, Berkeley. She was invited 
in 1981 to teach photography in Ger­
many. Hartmann returned to California 
in 1983 and has since made frequent 
trips to her homeland. 
Hartmann presented a slide show of 
women and families from both East 
and West Germany to help magnify the 
contrasts between the two different 
worlds. Some of the slides included the 
reaction of people to the Wall being 
torn down. "The people in the East 
were very emotional and the ones from 
the West experienced jubilation," 
Hartmann said. 
According to Hartmann, the women 
from East Germany were also proud 
and inaweof their accomplishments of 
bringing in the new government. "The 
women felt (at the tearing down of the 
Wall) a great sense of empowerment 
due to knowing that they had changed 
their government in a bloodless revolu­
tion," she said. 
However, Hartmann said, both 
Germanies felt fear of what the future 
would now bring to them. "In the East, 
life was dominated by institutions and 
organized beforehand. They were not 
used to going out and doing what they 
wanted and were very afraid of what 
the West will bring to their predictable 
state. The West was afraid of theracism 
and nationalism that comes from the 
East," said Hartmann. 
She said that strives for equality 
havealso taken place in the Germanies, 
although more so in West Germany. 
"Today, education privileges are equal 
for men and women and in the Basic 
Law all are equal. However, although 
equality is the law, it has not been 
achieved in both Germanies," 
Hartmann said. 
According to Hartmann, attempts 
have been made by women in the West 
to also make the German language 
more equal. Hartmann said, "The 
women are working to change the lan­
guage, which is prone to masculinity 
and the changes are being accepted." 
W.O.W. will turn its attention on 
Nov. 6 towards "A Second Passage to 
India" with speaker Diane Borden, pro­
fessor of English at UOP. W.O.W. meets 
from 12:30-1:30 every Wednesday in 
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According to her, the overcoming, 
of extreme hardships was similar among 
poor Yemeni village and American ur­
ban women. "These women were ei­
ther changing their neighborhoods or 
had the potential of implementing 
changes," Walters said. 
Walters welcomes UOP students to 
take the "Implementation of Change" 
course which she will be teaching next 
semester. The course, which will in­
clude the same type of research done in 
Stockton communities that was done 
in Chicago, will be cross-listed under 
black studies, sociology, anthropology 
and international studies. 
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Live from UOP, it's Saturday Night 
By Doug Hill 
Staff Writer 
We all remember John Belushi as 
the "Saturday Night Samurai" and Bill 
Murray as the so-called illustrious air­
port lounge entertainer. Who could 
forget Dan Akroyd and Jane Curtain 
having it out as news anchors in "Point 
—Counterpoint" when Akroyd would 
say "Jane you ignorant ," And 
what about Gilda Radner's Roseanne 
Roseanna Danna? 
We are all too familiar with what 
went on in front of the camera, but 
Doug Hill, author of "A Backstage 
History of Saturday Night Live," pre­
sented the harsh reality as to what re­
ally took place prior to the "Not Quite 
Ready For Prime Time Players" taking 
the stage. 
On Wednesday night with more 
than 200 people in attendance at the 
Faye Spanos Concert Hall, Hill intro­
duced the hidden secrets and various 
personalities of the notorious NBC-
TV show, "Saturday Night Live." 
With the aid of video clips and his 
expertise, Hill began his presentation 
by informing his audience about how 
"SNL" was created. 
Surprisingly, it evolved due to the 
request of Johnny Carson, who at the 
time was tired of having his re-runs 
shown. Thus, Lome Michaels was 
called upon by the executives of NBC 
and was asked to create a comedy show 
that would be targeted for a younger 
age. Michaels was familiar with a 
certain kind of "underground comedy" 
that was taking place across the coun­
try and it was there that he discovered 
the "Not So Ready For Prime Time 
Players." 
The entire show was created with­
out the executives having any clue as to 
what it would be like. This was the case 
up until its opening debut on Oct. 11, 
1975. What the executives saw for the 
first time absolutely "shocked" them, 
according to Hill, and 
when the executives received the 
ratings from "SNL" they were 
"shocked" once again. They had done 
rather 
well and within the next few years 
were at the top of the ratings. From 
then on, "SNL" would remain at the 
top. It wasn't until 1985 that "SNL" 
would finally reach its breaking point. 
The result of its downfall was due to 
what went on backstage. 
All of the "SNL" crew was under 
the age of 30 and had been raised in 
what one might call the Woodstock 
Age. Alcohol and drugs were com­
monplace. This was the case day in and 
day out for everyone who was involved 
with the producing of "SNL." 
According to Hill and his findings, 
which involved more than 250 inter­
views, everyone on the cast thought 
that Garriett Morris would be the first 
to die. Morris was heavily involved 
with crack cocaine and alcohol. Some 
reports of Morris' actions included call­
ing his co-workers from an outside 
phone booth asking them to come help 
him because he was too frightened to 
enter the NBC studio. Hill also said 
that chauffeurs reported they heard 
Moiris having conversations with a 
person who was on the trunk of the 
limousine who wasn't there. Morris 
was eventually placed in a mental insti­
tution due to his on-going paranoid 
delusions. 
As for the rest of the cast, all were 
heavily involved with cocaine, mari­
juana and alcohol. Theonly sane mem­
bers of the cast were Curtain, who on 
occasion would enjoy a glass of white 
wine and Steve Martin, who Hill de­
scribed as "diligent, focused and hard 
working." 
We are obviously familiar with the 
fatal story of Belushi; however, no one 
on the cast believed thatBclushi would 
die. The other cast members perceived 
him as a strong and powerful person. 
His drug use and abuse wasn't as physi­
cally apparent as Morris'. It was 
Belushi's death that finally slapped 
"SNL" with a severe reality check. 
Belushi's death wasapartinthedown-
fall of "SNL" and to the entire use and 
abuse of drugs andalcohol by all mem­
bers of the cast. 
Throughout Hill's presentation, 
emphasis was placed on how much 
power each and every cast member 
had. The entire cast had quite an ego 
and rightly so. They were generating 
$40 to $50 million a year for NBC. 
Thus, they were free to smoke, snort, 
shoot and drink as they pleased. The 
executives were aware of this, yet they 
pretended to be blind to the fact. 
The power the "Not So Ready For 
Prime Time Players" had was obvious 
in many of their shows. 
In fact the censors forbade certain 
material from the script, yet they had 
no control over what the cast would 
perform due to the fact that it was on-air 
live. 
Hill's presentation, sponsored by 
UPBEAT, of "A Backstage History of 
Saturday NightLive," opened the eyes 
.of many. 
"When you see it on television it 
seems so glamorous," says Jeanne 
White, lecture director for the Associ­
ated Students of UOP,"but after hear­
ing this you realize what fame and 
glory have actually done, not only to 
the cast of Saturday Night Live, but to 
a vast majority who are involved in the 
Hollywood circle." 
Art nl iction_Q success 
_m„raDh by Corinna Reznikov called 
Eyes were riveted on a p man slalhered in white 
'Lenny in White" which featured an 
paint. . , mornent and then started the bid at $30 
The auctioneer hesitat again by telling the audience, 
No one moved. The auctioneer^ eased the bidders and final tZ eased ft. bidders aad f,^ 
Lenny was Dealing , 
- woman bought it ^ ̂ ^"^^ction was held on Oct 25 in the 
The ''Alum^andJ, t0 raise funds for the Friends of the Art 
Richard Reynolds Ga y special equipment and art 
Department account. i(led for the art students, 
exhibitions could then e pr | Um bid for each work, with 
The auction than one bidder. However, thal 
the price increasing Mr ,ayaway plm?. sai(1 
didn't happen often. j>.d I W ^ ̂  [(J 
the auctioneer, m P WOod-carved objects and 
The the lithographs by Dan 
fnXa former UOP football player. They were limited ediuons of 
bmitn, a lum riesert Storm tribute of an American •vmn riorV Toe Montana and a ueseri OUJI 
"Id e? Nine of the "Desert Storm" paintings were reserved by Smith 
for President George Bush and other government offtcals. 
Other artists were no. as well known, but their arustic work 
Cat;i?eeR0yIZZZfw'S; and I bought two of the AokiV 
said Jim Finch, a bidder. "1 think they're great." 
Paul Tatsch, another bidder, also bought three works of art. "I like 
them all pretty much about the same for very different reasons. I'm 
looking at three different ways of expressing something." 
Approximately 25 people attended the auction. All pieces were 
donated by the artists, mostly former UOP students and faculty 
members. 
rffotP'i ri 
S9 A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and your State Forester. 
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By Scott Verue 
Staff Writer 
Who were those friendly people handing out condoms last week in the 
McCaffery Center? That was the Student Health Advisory Committee 
(SHAQ reminding us that October is AIDS Awareness Month. Together 
with the San Joaquin AIDS Foundation Public Health, and Planned 
parenthood they put on a presentation and showed videos to passing 
students. 
Founded in January, 1990 by Carol Roth SHAC "acts as a liaison 
between the health center and the students," according to committee 
president Sheryl Johnson. Meetings, which are held every Thursday at 
noon in the conference room of the Health Center, are open to all students 
and includes free lunch. Other activities include pizza parties which 
provide a social atmosphere as well as an opportunity to discuss upcoming 
events. During final exams week, SHAC members distribute stress 
packages and talk to other students about coping with stress. 
November events will include the Great American Smoke Out and 
Alcohol Awareness Week. Students interested in becoming involved with 
SHAC can contact Carol Roth at the Health Center or simply show up for 
the weekly meeting. 
Earth Sense-less 
By Lee Ghio 
Staff Writer 
Save the Earth. This is the new 
trend that has swept the nation. People 
are recycling, cutting down on aerosol 
spray, fighting for the rain forests, pro­
tecting whales and wildlife and now 
we at UOP have Earth Sense cups. 
First of all, just what is an Earth 
Sense cup? The whole idea behind the 
ARApromoted product isre-use, rather 
than recycle. When we go to the Sum­
mit, we have the option of buying these 
cups rather than the traditional wax 
coated paper cup. On the container, 
there is acute picture of Mother Earth. 
The catchy phrase, "Refilling is Recy­
cling" is printed on the side. What we 
are supposed to do is buy Earth Sense 
cups, pick up the handy blue tops and 
bring both the cup and the top back for 
a re-fill. This is "proof' that the same 
cup is being used again, rather than 
using a different paper cup and top 
upon each visit. Good idea, right? 
This is a noble concept, but it is just 
not working. Now, rather than having 
our campus littered with the lighter 
weight traditional cups, Earth Sense 
cups fill the trash and pepper the 
grounds. Is this because it is too diffi­
cult to bear the weight of our new cups? 
Maybe people who purchase these cups 
don't mind spending the extra $.20 just 
to throw the cup away. 
What actually has happened is this: 
First of all, it is human nature to try our 
best to get the most for our money and 
to make our own lives a easy as pos­
sible. We have figured out a way to 
beat the system." Rather than save the 
cup and the top, students are just saving 
the top. They then go to the Summit, 
top in hand and get a new cup, fill it up 
and present the pair as if they were 
originally so and get the discount for 
re-filling. Thisisalsohowffeecupsare 
obtained. How are the workers in the 
Summit to know if we are being hon­
est? They can't. 
Once the new cup is obtained, one 
of two things happens. One possible 
fate for the cup is that it is kept. This at 
least keeps the heavier plastic out of 
land-fills, but not for long. The length 
of time that the cup is kept depends on 
the number of days until the next keg 
party. Yes, the Earth Sense cup has 
become the new preferred drinking 
utensil at parties. Rather than put up 
with the puny 12-ouncecupdistributed 
at most "keggers," students are now 
bringing their handy, free, 32 ounce 
Earth Cups. Most of these cups are left 
at the party and their whereabouts be­
come unknown. The hosts can either 
keep them to pass out to their friends at 
the next party, or throw them away. 
The other fate of the Earth Sense 
cup is that it becomes temporary land­
scaping. A great deal of the cups are 
merely used until they are empty. Neatly 
fitting the top intoapocket or backpack 
saves space, and the cup is on its way to 
a land-fill, once again. 
All of this is not to say that the Earth 
Sense idea is a bad one. Rather, maybe 
those who came up with the idea were 
depending on the goodness and re­
sponsibility of a crowd that is too lazy 
to act. After all, the average student, 
who waits until the day before a 15-
page paper is due to start it, is not going 
to carry around something that he or 
she can replace for no money and no 
effort. 
FACES OF UOP 
By Valerie Sarver 
Guest Writer 
"Once you've found your niche, go with it," said UOP s Molly 
Reed. Judging from her involvement, that is exactly what she has 
With her public relations experience, Reed feels . 
professionally present herself upon graduation. e t 
a member of Delta Gamma. In her sorority she holdsihe pu 
relations office. Her job is to write to Delta Gamma , 
magazine in addition to taking care of the house s P 
She is also crew chief of paction 
wilh campus publicity by being part of ASUOP s m 
Publicity committee. . , pPPd has 
Aside from school and all her extracurncu ar a ' f 
managed to devoie some time to a social hfe a UORHe.dove 
excitement and spontaneity can be exemp t e 
favohte college days. 
1 was on a friend's boat on the Defray m0StPbeautiful boats I had 
club. Docked next to us was one of th , h owner. As a 
ever seen. Sure enough, a friend tume ou water-
msult, we all spent the rest of the day on their boat jet skiing, 
skiing and having the time of our lives! w „ Before 
Reed described her UOP expenence as ^Te drably 
she settles into a career, she wants totrav^ retum [0 America, 
London, for approximately six month . po ation for a 
she would like to work for a large ^get her masters 
couple years and then retum to gradshe would like to 
degree in business administration. U 





By Stephanie Seifer 
Staff Writer 
Students come to University Col­
lege because they want the academic 
challenge that Pacific provides. Stu­
dents enroll in regular university classes 
with full-time faculty who are known 
for excellence in teaching as well as 
genuine concern for the welfare of their 
students. 
In University College, with the co­
operation of COP, you can enroll in 
virtually all the humanities, sciences 
and the social behavioral sciences. It is 
possible to major in business or com­
plete a teaching credential using the 
resources of the School of Business 
and Public Administration and the 
School of Education. University Col­
lege is quite flexible and can help stu­
dents who have a special interest in a 
major that is not currently offered on 
campus. They have the appropriate 
resources that will assist the students in 
designing their own major. If students 
can only attend at night, University 
College has a limited number of de­
grees and concentrations available as 
well. 
University College provides stu­
dents with several levels of advising 
and counseling. Each University Col­
lege student is provided with an advi­
sor from the college. Majors in a 
program in one of the other schools and 
colleges on campus will also have an 
advisor for that major. 
The Career Center also houses 
University College and together they 
have developed a program that espe­
cially applies to the person coming 
back to school. The University Col­
lege also works with the Academic 
Skills Center for students who need a 
little catching up with algebra or writ­
ing. 
Along with these services that help 
people who is considering returning to 
school, they are also provided with a 
counselor who will support and help 
them along the way if they are having 
problems adjusting. The University 
College Program makes a difference, 
so that a student won't feel uncomfort­
able about coming back. 
Fast food 
causes pimples 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (CPS) — Okay, 
we told you it was a myth—chocolate 
doesn't cause pimples. 
What does? 
According to a recent report in the 
New England Journal of Medicine, a 
dermatologist at the S tateU ni versity of 
New York at Buffalo reiterated earlier 
findings that excess iodine can cause 
acne flare-ups. 
So what? Well, hamburger and 
ffench fries lovers, a further study of 
those two foods sold in fast-food res­
taurants showed that such a meal con­
tains up to 30 times the recommended 
daily allowance of iodine. 
Delta Delta Delta 
A A A  
Presents the 1991 
Spaghetti Feed 
Sunday, November 3 
5:30-8:30 p.m. 
Tickets- $5.00 
All proceeds go to 
cancer research and 
scholarships. 
For more information, 
call 946-9315 or 
946-9373 
©I989 Partus Cartoons' 
So you're the new ideas man, huh? 
New paper hits campus 
By Kate Sefton 
Staff Writer 
\/ ou've heard people talking 
A about it and maybe curiosity 
caused you to flip through its pages. 
It's the new student-oriented paper on 
campus, called The Collage. This pa­
per comes out every Wednesday and is 
free of charge. It has a circulation of 
5,000 to both UOP and Delta and is 
focused mostly on entertainment and 
news that can be related to both cam­
puses. 
The Collage is very different from 
thePacr/zcawbecausethispaperdoesn't 
run on school funds, it is an indepen­
dent business. Also, the paper is more 
interested in general news on college 
life, not on-campus news like the 
Pacifican or Delta's paper, the Impact. 
The Collage is the brainchild of 
Delta student, Francis Somsel. 
"It was a lot more difficult starting 
than I had anticipated, but the paper is 
growing," says Somsel. "It's getting 
better every week." 
When he first thought of the idea 
last spring semester, practically every­
one advised him not to go through with 
it and that the paper would never work. 
Classmate Amy Swanson put her faith 
in Francis' idea and the two started the 
Collage. Together, they make up the 
backbone of the paper: publisher and 
managing editor. 
The Collage welcomes student 
freelance writers and pays them 
for their work. 
As publisher, Francis finds ads and 
circulates papers. Amy assigns stories 
and does page layout as the editor. 
However, they say, both jobs overlap. 
This paper is owned and operated by 
only these two. So far, the first six 
weeks have been successful. 
"Thepaperisverycomplex. There's 
ads, editorials, feature stories, photo­
graphs," says Swanson. "It's starting 
to get easier to get the paper out each 
week. We're getting the hang of it and 
hopefully we'll reach our goal soon." 
Their goal is to produce a 16-page 
paper with more news and more cur­
rent events. 
They welcome stories written by 
both UOP and Delta students. The 
writers are mostly freelance and they 
work on their own schedule and turn in 
stories when convenient. The new 
twist is the Collage pays its writers for 
their work. 
The story ideas are either generated 
from the writers themselves, or spe­
cially designed for that particular writer 
by the editor. "We want our writers to 
write stories that they are interested in 
and wantto write about,"saysSwanson. 
Francis and Amy aren 't amateurs at 
newswriting. They both were staff 
writers for the Impact. Last year, Amy 
was the editorial editor for the Impact, 
and by last spring, she was the editor-
in-chief. While Amy was theeditor-in-
chief, Francis served as the editorial 
editor. 
Currently, Amy is at Sacramento 
State University pursuing a journalism 
degree. Francis fills a new, more con­
venient position for him at thelmpact-
design editor. 
These two honor students have re­
ally come far to reach the success that 
they're making today. In a state-wide 
competition, Francis won fifth place 
for an editorial and Amy received sixth 
place in page-layout and an honorable 
mention in sports writing. 
You can find The Collage anywhere 
on campus. It's a multi-faceted news­
paper with several diffe^entangles to it. 
The paper is unbiased and in-tune with 
what's going on in the college scene. 
Amy and Francis encourage writer 
contributions or any suggestions. If 
you have any questions or comments, 
call the Collage at 477-0244. 
When You Can't Get Away — 
Call Domino's Pizza® 
—I (/> • o 
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LIKE 
.DOMINO'S 
How You Like Pizza At Home. 
Call Us! 952-3030 4343 Pacific Ave. 
MST"" Bacon-"5>W 
gr Cheeseburger 
Y Pizza Feast 
$8?iL/$ 12?JL 
One Two 
Try our New medium Bacon Cheeseburger 
Pizza Feast with Bacon, Ground Beef and 
Extra Cheese for only $8.99, plus tax. 
Get two for only $12.99, plus tax. 
Valid ai participating stores only Not vaW with any other otter Pnces may 
vary Customer pays sales tax where applicable Delivery areas limited to 
ensure sale driving Our drivers cany less than $20 00 Cash value' JO Our 
drivers are not penalized lor late deliveries 5 1991 Domno's Pizza.inc 




Try our large Original Style pizza with 2 of 
your favorite toppings for only $10.99, 
plus tax. 
Coupon required. 
Valid at participating stores only Not valid with,any other otter Pnces may 
vary Customer pays sales lax where applicable Delivery areas limited to 
ensure sate dnvmg Our drivers carry less than $20 00 Cash value' x Our 
dnvers are not penalized lor late delrvenes •' 1991 Dorrunos Pizza.inc 
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Tigers win Homecoming thriller 
Last second TD beats Aggies 27-20 
By Britt Miller 
Staff Writer 
The University of the Pacific's foot­
ball team and homecoming fansdid not 
expect to see what they saw Saturday 
morning. 
What everyone needed was a boat 
to get to the game. The game was 
postponed for two hours due to heavy 
rains from the night before. Water was 
pumped from the field all day, causing 
the game to begin at 4:05 p.m. instead 
of the scheduled time of 2:05p.m. The 
field was definitely not in perfect shape, 
but most of the water was pumped off 
the field, leaving standing water be­
hind the benches. 
UOP was facing a much-improved 
New Mexico State team. Their record 
might not show it being 0-7, but this 
team has had some tight games this 
year, but has not been able to pull it out 
in the end. The week before, they 
played Fresno State close up until the 
fourth quarter, but let the Bulldogs pull 
away. 
If you were not at the game this last 
weekend, you missed what turned out 
to be a last-second bam burner. With 
,»jy 
forty seconds remaining on the clock, 
the Tigers had the ball with the game 
tied at 20-20. But there is no need to 
panic. With Troy Kopp at the helm, 
Benjamin running the ball and Turner 
running down field catching every­
thing thrown in his direction, scoring is 
usually not a problem for the Tigers. 
The Tigers had a lot of yards ahead of 
them, but within four plays the ball was 
on the Aggies' 10-yard line. From 
there, Kopp instructed Turner to get 
open, so Turner beat two defenders to 
the left comer of the end zone to give 
the Tigers a 27-20 victory. This put the 
Tigers record at 3-5 overall, and 2-1 in 
the Big West. 
This was a record day for some of 
the Tigers. Turner caught a school 
record 16 passes for 228 yards and two 
touchdowns. This washis 10th straight 
game for which he had over 100 yards 
in receiving. The NCAA record was 
previously nine and held by Patrick 
Rowe of San Diego State. So far this 
season, Turner has 69 catches for 1159 
yards and 11 TD's. 
Running back Ryan Benjamin 
rushed 23 times for 100 yards, tying the 
UOP record held by Willard Harrell for 
having eight 100 yard rushing games. 
Benjamin has 1096 yards on 142 car­
ries. 
Quarterback Troy Kopp seems like 
he is tuned up and ready to go. The 
junior had another exceptional game 
completing 32-of-52 passes for 391 
yards. This gives him 7,446 yards 
which moved him into third place for 
career passing yards. And the two 
touchdowns he threw against New 
Mexico State gave him the Big West 
record of 67 . 
Early in the fourth quarter UOP 
seemed to have another win under their 
belt. With just under four minutes left 
in the game, Benjamin scored from the 
one-yard line. But the extra point at­
tempt was off to the right, giving the 
Tigers a 20-14 lead. New Mexico State 
was not about to give up and drove 66 
yards in five plays to tie the score at 20-
20. 
Maybe due to the soggy turf, the 
extra point caused some problems for 
kicker Jose Ortiz who missed wide to 
the left. The score was still tied at 20-
20 with just under 2:00 minutes to eo. 
The Tigers were not able to score on 
the next drive, but due to a defensive 
stand and a punt that only went 30 
vards Daryl Hobbs was able to return mm 
Wide receiver Aaron Turner (#6) had 16 catches Saturday. 
Turner turns on record performance 
By Michael Sklut 
Sports Editor 
The writing on Aaron Turner's 
sweatshirt told the story - Turner 
#6, The NCAA record-holder for 
consecutive 100 yard receiving 
games. 
It fit him perfectly. 
In Turner's magical game last 
Saturday, he caught 16 passes (a 
school record) for 228 yards and 
two touchdowns, put himself in 
the record books and more 
importantly to Turner, helped the 
Tigers win their third game out of 
their last four. 
The junior wide-receiver is 
having a tremendous year. His 
seven game total is a defensive 
backs nightmare. His 69 catches 
are already a UOP single season 
record. 
Throw in his 1,159 receiving 
yards and 11 touchdowns and 
your talking about one of the best 
wide-receivers in the nation. 
He leads the nation in recep­
tions per game at 9.9, receiving 
yards per game at 165.9 and 
already is the top receiver in 
UOP's history with 64 career 
catches and 2729 career receiving 
yards. 
His performance Saturday 
mixed in a little of everything -
clutch catches, blocking, running 
in the open field and breaking the 
record. 
For his outstanding perfor­
mance, Turner has received the 
offensive player of the week 
honor from the Big West, "The 
Sporting News "and "Sports 
Illustrated." 
"I didn't think that I would 
have that many catches with the 
conditions being what they were," 
Turner said, "but when I went out 
there (to the field) before the 
game it wasn't that bad." 
And as they say, the rest is 
history. 
Turner will be the first person 
to say that winning always comes 
before individual records. 
The slow start by the Tigers 
threw everybody off at first, but 
the last few weeks, the Tigers 
showed what they can do and they 
have been winning. 
"We are an exciting team," 
Turner said, "and the winning will 
come. That's what we are here to 
do. If the game calls for me to 
/ /  
The offensive 
line might be the 




catch two passes and we win, 
that's great." 
Turner contributes his success 
on the field this season to a 
variety of reasons, three of them 
being Quarterback Troy Kopp, 
Running Back Ryan Benjamin 
and most importantly the offen­
sive line. 
"A lot of pressure was put on 
Troy at the beginning of the 
Ryan Benjamin get, block a, he run, through the Aggie,. 
35 seconds remaining. u T 
•I didn't know if we were going to left m the gam ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂ 
get the ball back until our defense came ~ h in any important game, ituiey win,theyj 
be 3-t in cogence * « 
because they are leamingto winy, 
thus helping out in the future." 
NextweektheTigerstraveltoi,, 
Beach State to take on the4W champions 
. If the in>J lea9ue 
This said. "It came at the right time. 
It definitely came at the right time says linebacker Brent ^'ns" 
and Turner and Kopp knew exactly gives the younger players confidence 
place Fresno State Bulldogs 
town on Nov 9. 
Water polo coach headed to Olympic 
ny Rich carr 
Jynior Staff Writer 
By Mike Martinez 
Senior Staff Writer 
season and we're trying to help 
take some of that burden off him 
and put it on us," Turner said. 
"Troy is having a great season 
which is a big reason for my 
success. Ryan is also having a 
great year. With him on the field, 
defenses have to worry about his 
running as well as our passing 
attack which helps open up the 
field." 
The offensive line might be the 
biggest reason for Turner's record 
breaking year. 
A majority of Turner's yards 
come on screen passes caught at 
the line of scrimmage and are 
keyed by blocks by the offensive 
line. An offensive line, Turner 
says, that has been doing the job 
all season. 
"Screens are helped by the 
offensive line. Without those 
guys laying blocks for me, the 
plays wouldn't be as successful," 
Turner said. 
"They do a great job with 
both pass protection and blocking 
for the run. They deserve a lot of 
credit." 
The thought of turning pro 
after this season is out of the 
question for Turner. He feels he is 
not quite ready for the pro's 
because he is still growing. For 
right now the only thing Turner 
wants to be ready for is the up­
coming game with Long Beach 
State. 
He feels it is the key game of 
the season. "If we beat Long 
Beach, we 11 be 3-1 in conference 
and the Fresno game the week 
after will be that much more 
exciting." 
Excitement is something 
Turner knows all about. 
One of John Tanner's goals in life 
was to make it to the Olympics. He has 
accomplished that goal, although not 
the way he originally envisioned. 
Back in May, the University of the 
Pacific water polo coach and aquatics 
director was named assistant coach for 
the U.S. Men's Water Polo National A 
Team, which has already qualified for 
the Olympics in Barcelona. "I always 
wanted to play in the Olympics,_so I 
guess coaching's the next-best thing," 
says Tanner. 
He held that position under the 
umbrella of "interim," since March, 
when former college coach, Dante 
Dettamanti, resigned. Before that, Tan­
ner had been serving as the head coach 
of the National B team, compromised 
of college-aged athletes, and is basi­
cally the developmental squad for the 
big team. "It's more of an intellectual 
challenge to be working with guys at 
this (A team) level. Three of the guys 
from the team in the World Champion­
ships in January are older than me." 
In his college days at S tanford, Tan­
ner guided the Cardinals to two NCAA 
championships, first in 1978, then again 
in 1981. He was named an all-Ameri-
can in 1981 and again when he was 
team captain in 1982. After graduating 
from Stanford in '82, Tanner moved to 
Australia, where he played and coached 
on the club level. He returned to the 
U.S. in '84 to play for the U.S. National 
Team and serve as an assistant coach at 
his alma mater. "All that time, I had 
been training for the ('88) Olympics. I 
had been with the team about three 
months when I was offered the job here 
(at Pacific). It was clear I wasn't going 
to make the '88 Olympics, so I took the 
job." 
Tanner later returned to the U.S. 
team "moonlighting" as a scout, while 
maintaining his position at UOP, and 
was later promoted to the B team' head 
coach job in 1988. "I took the job 
because I thought it would make me a 
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better coach tactically. I also thought I 
could lend my abilities as a swim coach 
to the national team." As an ulterior 
motive, Tanner thought that his posi­
tion with the Olympic team would make 
UOP better-known and attract more 
students. 
After being named to the assistant 
job in May, Tanner traveled with the 
team to Europe, in July, and to Cuba for 
the Pan Am games in August. They 
will be off until Christmas so he can 
coach his- college water polo team. 
The UOP Aquatics director is my 
vocation; assistant Olympic coach is 
my advocation. It's nice that UOP has 
supported me, because it takes a lot of 
time and energy and they entrust me 
and the staff to do a good job running 
the aquatics program." 
When he does go to Spain in the 
Summer of '92, he will take with him 
the ideas of the roles of coaches. Tan­
ner feels that as a 
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lptram^lfootball and soccer end A creative approach to soccer 
By Rick Carrigan 
Senior Staff Writer 
league Champions 
By Rich Can-
Senior Staff Writer 
FLAG FOOTBALL: 
Co-rec: Tri Delta and Co. had the 
bestrecord while JB's Gorbies and Mu 
PhiEpsilon finished tied for second. In 
thesemifinal,JB's Gorbies won a tough 
tattle scoring a 6-0 victory. Mu Phi 
Epsilon was on the five-yard line as 
time ran out, leaving them just short of 
apossible victory. The previous day's 
victory must have taken its toll on JB's 
Gorbies as Tri Delta and Co. rolled to 
an easy 19-0 victory to win the Co-Rec 
Championship. This is the first year a 
Co-Rec division was available. 
Men's B: Po-Gee Pumpers won all 
their games, including one point victo-
riesoverBiofizzers'91 andAnti-Friez. 
Phi Delta Theta Lope Lopes were the 
semifinal victim 19-0. The other semi­
final had a rematch of the School of 
Pharmacy "Bragging Rights" game 
between Biofizzers '91 andAnti-Friez. 
Justas in the first game, Biofizzers '91 
handled Anti-Friez with ease, 21-6. 
Hie finals was as close as the first game 
between Po-Gee and Biofizzers. Late 
in the second half, Biofizzers '91 won 
on a long TD pass. The final score of 
20-14 marked the third time in as many 
years a team from the School of Phar­
macy has won the B division champi­
onship. 
Men's AtThe semifinal games were 
very physical and tight. Archania was 
enable to defend their championship 
because Mataputos handed them a 12-
0 loss in the semis. Phi Delta Theta won 
a hard-fought game against Super 
SouthWest 20-12, to cam their right to 
play for the championship. In the fi­
nals, the powerful Phi Delta Theta of­
fense, led by "Happy Feet" Jackson, 
did what it has done on numerous occa-
sions this year. It overpowered 
Mataputos 26-6 to win the champion­
ship and the right to represent UOP in 
New Orleans at the NIRSA National 
Flag Football Championships during 
Sugar Bowl week. 
Final Football Fab Four 
1. Phi Delta Theta (A) 
2. Biofizzers '91 (B) 
3. Mataputos (A) 
4. Po-Gee Pumpers (B) 
INDOOR SOCCER 
The Co-Rec division had an excit­
ing week of play. In the B Divisional 
playoffs, Dinglehoppers, the surprise 
team of the last two weeks of play 
(winning three of four), rolled to the 
finals where they fell to the Mobile 
Wads in overtime 54. This champion­
ship game was the most exciting game 
on Championship Night lastThursday. 
The A Division finals featured two 
teams that had the split regular season 
series. Needler's Rebellion (OASIS) 
and the Innominants both had easy 
victories in the semifinals over Jackson 
and Tri Delta. The Innominants simply 
outplayed and crushed the Rebellion 
11-4. The first half was the telling tale 
with Innominants having a 7-1 lead. 
This is the second year in a row that 
a physical therapy group has won the 
Co-Rec titles. Both Innominants and 
Mobile Wads are from the Physical 
Therapy Graduate Program. In the 
men's division, the Bulldogs made it 
look fairly easy in the semifinals win­
ning 13-2 over the John B-52's. 
Borgorosso had a tougher time but 
eventually outlasted the Sewer Patrol 
and crushed them in the last six min­
utes of play 11-3. The Bulldogs and 
Borgorosso were tied 2-2 until the Bull­
dogs scored on a penalty kick breaking 
the tie. Borgorosso then pulleditskeeper 
for an extra attacker and Bulldogs 
scored two additional goals in the final 
minute for the championship. 
The move from the South Campus 
Gym to the Main Gym opened up a 
more exciting style of play for both 
participants and fans to enjoy. The sea­
son was considered a success by the 
whole intramural staff. 
VOLLEYBALL: League play for 
45 teams in four divisions and 10 
leagues began on Sunday. An update 
will follow next week. 
R  A C Q U E T B  A L L : T h i s  
semester's tournament will be held 
Friday, Nov. 15, at 3 p.m. at the Quail 
Lakes Athletic Club. Entries are being 
accepted in the Intramural Office. The 
entry fee is $3 for men and women 
singles divisions. 
For more information on these and 
upcoming events, call 946-2716 or 
come by the Intramural Office, Mon­
day through Friday, from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in the Main Gym. 
The phone number is 946-2716 and 
the office is located in the Main Gym 
by the juice machine. 
"I am an American soccer player 
with anEnglishaccent,"saidLee Geary, 
the new UOPmen's SoccerClub coach. 
Geary agreed to coach the team this 
summer after the resignation of previ­
ous coach, Harrell Lynn. 
Geary is an alumnus of Pacific, 
who graduated with a business degree 
in 1985. 
At Pacific, Geary was a standout 
midfielder/striker for the then varsity 
soccer team. 
Originally from a town outside of 
London, Geary and his family moved 
to theUnited States when he was young. 
He began coaching soccer at the age of 
15 and has been ever since. 
For the past few years Geary has 
coached locally for the Stockton un-
der-14 and under-19 teams. He has 
also coached the Northern California 
Under 16 and a Half Olympic Devel­
opment Squad. 
Most recently, Geary took a team of 
under-16 boys to Europe for three 
weeks. However, Geary now devotes 
his free time solely to the Tigers. As 
head coach this year the squad has 
compiled an 11-2-1 record which is an 
improvement over last year's 7-5-3 
season. 
Geary's coaching philosophy is 
simple: 
"Soccer is the most creative game. 
Unlike other sports where you have set 
plays, soccer relies on the creativity 
and intelligence of the players on the 
field. Each member of the team is an 
individual and all of those individuals 
must have a special relationship be­
tween each other," said Geary. 
Geary does not believe in the regi­
mented style of training that other 
American soccer coaches use when 
training. 
Mens' soccer coach Lee Geary 
"Regimentation blocks creativity 
and each player knows what he needs 
to get himself prepared," said Geary. 
"The trainer has a special role with 
his squad. It should be relaxed and 
friendly so those relationships can 
build," said Geary. 
"I really appreciate the lads' effort. 
They play hard with little incentive and 
they are doing a great job at it." 
Geary believes that the squad has a 
good nucleus of players. However, for 
the team to be successful, the team 
would need to play at least two of the 
top 20 teams in the country and have 
support of the athletic department 
Geary wants soccer to be brought 
back to Pacific at the varsity level. 
"The reason soccer was dropped by 
the University a few years ago was 
because of a poor record and no sup­
port. This team has support from the 
alumni and community. But to be 
competitive wemusthavescholarships 
andan increase infunding," saidGeary. 
With a budget and recruiting local 
talent Geary believes that UOP could 
have a top 20 Division I team within 
three to five years. 
Geary said that UOP is a perfect 
soccer school in size and composition. 
There is an enormous amount of tal­
ented soccer players who would con­
sider Pacific if ithad a varsity program. 
"The next few years are critical for 
soccer in the United States. Now is the 
perfect time for Pacific to bring soccer 
back as a varsity sport," said Geary. 
JERSEY JOEL'S CORNER 
ESC at California (-7) 
Okay, so this is not one of the better 
Tr°jan teams in recent memory and 
maybe these Berkeley Bears are better 
^ the ones the Trojans have been 
dominating since football was invented. 
HI still believe USC is capable of 
Paying with anyone in the country, 
^tey have been covering all year when 
^derdogs and will continue this trend 
against Cal. This game has a lot of 
jPystique to it, and I think Cal quarter­
ns Mike Pawlaski will be mystified 
y a Trojan defense that played a su-
game last week against Notre 
airie- Take the Trojans. 
Purdue at Michigan (-28) 
A couple of weeks ago I was in 
ahoe and Michigan was favored by 
about the same spread against Indiana. 
n°ld man came up to me in the casino 
911(1 SOlH "TL. 1_. \I7lth 
Mich _ 
Up for bis 
been playing up to their capabilities in 
their last two wins against Middle Ten­
nessee St. and LSU. This is the time of 
the year when we find out exactly how 
good a coach Bobby Bowden is. Lou­
isville will lose the game by a few 
touchdowns, but not by five. Take 
Louisville. 
Florida (-5) at Auburn 
Although Florida is one of the best 
teams in the country, the Auburn Tigers 
play well at home in games of this 
magnitude. This game will have impli­
cations on the Sugar Bowl as well as 
the national rankings. I have a rule to 
always bet on home underdogs in big 
games. Auburn could easily win this 
game outright, which means getting 
the five points is icing on the cake. 
Tiger games this week... 
Friday, November 1 
Field Hockey vs. California Home 3:00 pm 
Volleyball vs. Long Beach St. Home 7:30 pm 
Saturday, November 2 
Cross Country Big West Finals Las Cruces, NM Morning 
Water Polo vs. Pepperdine Away 12:00 pm 
Football vs. Long Beach St. Away 6:00 pm 
Volleyball vs. UC Irvine Home 7:30 pm 
Sunday, November 3 
Water Polo vs. UCSB Away 12:00 pm 
W Swimming vs. Cal & Fresno Home 12:00 pm 
Tuesday, November 5 
Volleyball vs. Fresno State Home 7:30 pm 
COME TO THE GAME! 




Friday, November 1 
7:30 p.m. at the Spanos Center 
said, "The only problem with 
ichigan this year is that they only get 
P for big games." I bet Indiana that 
U'eek and won by a landslide. I have to 
Predict Phrdue will keep the game be-
°w the four touchdown spread. This is 
31 from a big game. 
F,orida State (-35) at Louisville 
Florida State is just bored. With a 
^reannpuff schedule until their show-
0w" with Miami, the 'Noles have not 
RAISE $500...$1000...$15®0 
RAIS NG 
For your fraternity, sorority, team 
or other campus organization. 
iHOLUTiLYHOmsmtNTRtQUlMi 
CALL -< -«no-950-8472, ext. 50 
STUDENTS 
WANTED! 
EARN UP TO 
$ 10/HR. 
Make your own hours, make 
excellent money marketing 
credit cards on your campus. 
CALL 1-800-950-8472 e»t.20 
4206 West Lane 
at 
Richard1 a Place 
Tet. 946-4407 
November 1 st & 2nd 






W/ Big Boss D.J. 
2fc3S 'Pappa D" 
Doors Open 
8:30pm 
Get here early for best seats! 
Cover Charge $6 Bucks 
Drink specials & door prizes 
Don't miss the "Vibes" 
Pappa D's ... 
The Only "Live" Reggae Club In San Joaquin County 
J 
EL •TBI it. 
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he board 
CLASSIFIEDS 
SPEND SPRING BREAK IN THE VIRGIN ISLANDS: Deluxe accommodations for four 
at Bluebeard's Castle on St. Thomas. Why go to Hawaii or Mexico again! Call 946-0322 for details. 
LIVING WELL LADY FITNESS CENTER 
Now accepting applications for 
AEROBIC INSTRUCTORS 
Call KC 951-6794 
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately! No experience necessary. Process FHA mortgage 
refunds. Work at home. Call 1-405-321-3064. 
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS 
Educational Research Services 
Box 3006 
Boston, Massachusetts 02130 
Financial Aid Available immediately! Special grants program. Every student eligible. No one 
turned down. Simple application. Send name, address and $1 P&H fee (refundable) to: Student 
Services, P.O. Box 22-4026, Hollywood, FL 33022. 
A Quail Ridge Condo-one bedroom with vaulted ceiling-Gated Complex-Security Alarm. 
Asking $90,000-Call 478-6567 
Earn thousands stuffing envelopes!! 
Rush $1.00 and self-addressed, stamped envelope to 
Opportunities Unlimited, P.O. Box 1648, Tracy, CA 95378. 
Flemming 
from page 1 
this was suggested to Doyle Minden, 
University Relations, the idea was tire-
hosed." Fleming said he was notaware 
of the suggestion and asked her to 
speak to him after the meeting. 
Fleming asked that further and more 
specific questions regarding the state 
of the University and budget issues be 
referred to President Atchley dunng 
the President's presentation in Faye 
Spanos Concert hall this past Tuesday. 
r Pacifican l 
seasonable Rates 
For Sale 
Giant Rincon mountain bike — $130. $300. value. 
Call Christine Ericson 462-4727 
Reach the entire UUP 
campus 
|X)W AIRFARES [ 
EUROPE 
& ASIA 
. Groups and Individuals 
. special Student and Faculty Airfares. 
. Scheduled Major Airlines - No Charters. 
VI U S Departure Cities - 75 Foreign Destinations. 
5QUS.Depa and Brltrail Passes • • Eurail ana dhu 
International Youth Hostel Handbooks. 
Let's Go Europe Guides • • tS UO CUlu  
international Student Exchange ID Cards 
• International Faculty ID Cards 
American Express Travelers Cheques • 
uour FREE Student Travel Catalog write or call: The topic of discussioi 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT ouS on Oct. 21 wasn , 
EXCHANGE FLIGHTS, INC. code here football team beat. an. o 
5SEShea Blvd., Suite A-104 0 hoW the Minnesota T 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85254, USA 602/951-1177 a tw0game leader 
NAME: |Braves m the World Scr 
STREET: 





Guano, from pg 4 
but the number of sophomoric ar­
ticles outweighs the well written ones. 
I hope everyone who feels the way 
I do noticed the huge advertisement on 
the back page of the Pacifican last 
week.(Perhaps it is in this one as well.) 
It listed current positions available for 
students. Isn't there anyone out there 
who wants to be the Editor In Chief of 
their college paper? Forget for a mo­
ment the tremendous resume value of 
being a published writer and let me tell 
you that the Pacifican is agreat place to 
work. It's office space has character, 
your efforts are rewarded every week 
with a tangible product, you get to 
know the campus, the staff has the 
potential of being a closely knit team 
with a common purpose and not least 
importantly, you can become a skilled 
writer. 
I know that things have been messy 
up there on the third floor of Hand Hall, 
but as you await new leadership, please 
concentrateon thecraftof writing. Ask 
for more help from your advisor, use 
The Washington Post or the New York 
Times as a model, read the A.P. Style-
book, start writing stories earlier in the 
week and above all, take pride in a 
well-written article, regardless of the 
subject matter. 
It would be refreshing to see a paper 
that reflects the collective talent and 
skill level at UOP. It isn't fair to do 
something so public every week that 






Discover a challenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Today's Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care, 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force health professional. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE 
1-800-423-USAF 
Bring your classified 
to The Pacifican 




2nd Set of Prints! 
Bring in your color film for . 
developing & printing at jjr 
the regular price . . . Get a 
Second Set of Prints 
FREE! 
• Kodacolor, Fuji or other standard color print film 
• 110, 126, 135 or Disc film sizes 
• Glossy borderless prints 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Lower Level • McCaffrey Center 
Expires 11/7/91 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL 
6 
Office of Louis G. firennan, MJ>., Inc. 
• Professional Hemolysis 
for Men & Women 
• Physician Supervised 
»By Appoin tment  o r  Physician 
Referral 
• Local Anesthesia Available 
(209) 948-9024 
kimbcrly A. Hreitnan, R.F. 
15 % Discount With Student 
Good until January 1992 
I.D. 
What was being disc 
iver was how hundreds 
victims in the Oakland Hi 
isperatcly trying to sa 
jelongings from a fires* 
laying Russian roulette 
-"Verand whomever it pl< 
' Some of the innocent 
this tragedy were UOP 
their families. 
[ "Oh my God, Aur 
house." These were the 
nior, Stefanie Seifer, as si 
that the fire had hit the 
which her relative lives. 
I Fortunately at the time 
and uncle, along with tl 
dren, were visiting Disn 
Angeles at the time the 
;an. 
Seifer and her famil 
umed from a wedding 
'exas. "When we got o 
the Oakland airport, we c 
fire and we immediately 
if we could find out wha 
ing and where," said Se: 
] Once they discovere 
of the fire their first reac 
and contact their relative 
their house only to hea 
phone line. No answer, b 
The relief came when th 
own home, which was 
Study 
C O P E  
Europe in 
H A G E  
- in English -
WI11UII Wdo 





Senior Staff Writer 
•  • •  Denmark's 
°ne of-e Best Stu^IbroaXr:  ̂Europe 
Affiliated, with 
the Univei 
and she said 'Just Mm exper 'ence- 1 talked to my mom last night, 
'' am having tie ^ *** 3 *'°nderful and I said 
many things, I am doino cn t ime CVer '  because 1 am learning so 
Jo Anna Hershkowitz, Univ^sTJo^w— * defimte|y worth it!" 
y of Virginia, DIS student Spring 1991 
S AichiteT^5 * ,nternati°nal Business Architecture & Design 
F^asTn^^hbyDanishFacu'ty 
Pnng Summer and Academic Year 
Danish Family stay 
See your Study Abroad Office on Cam t 
th6 °'S StUdy Guide '  wh 'ch contains comnlet 'nf°rmation' or cal1 1-800-247-3477 for a cc 
P 'ete  information on all aspects of the program. 
